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The multiple roles played by locally engaged staff (LES) in overseas 
missions are a field of diplomatic activity that invites deeper and more 
serious attention from scholars of international history. Beyond some 
admiring glances at the distinctive knowledge, including language skills, 
that local staff bring to bear on all aspects of diplomatic work, and the 
provision by longstanding LES of an institutional memory, there is 
surprisingly little research that interrogates their role more deeply.1 Yet, 
local staff have always been crucial for diplomatic postings, and in the 
case of Japan their contribution extends back to the occupation period 
and remains crucial to the everyday operations and diplomatic work of 
the Australian embassy.

1  Some commentary based on the US experience of LES makes a start in this research direction—
for example, Shawn Dorman, ‘Profiles: Who Works in an Embassy’, in Inside a U.S. Embassy: 
Diplomacy at Work, All-New Third Edition of the Essential Guide to the Foreign Service, ed. Shawn 
Dorman (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2011), 65, doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1djmhxq.8; and 
the US Foreign Service Journal has featured views from LES on ‘What Local Staff Want You [US 
diplomats] to Know’, The Foreign Service Journal, December 2018, www.afsa.org/what-local-staff-
want-you-know, accessed 3 June 2020. See also David A. Malone, ‘The Modern Diplomatic Mission’, 
in The Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy, ed. Andrew F.  Cooper, Jorge Heine and Ramesh 
Thakur (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 123–24.

http://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1djmhxq.8
http://www.afsa.org/what-local-staff-want-you-know
http://www.afsa.org/what-local-staff-want-you-know
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The absence of scholarly research on LES is particularly striking in 
relation to their numerical strength. Over the past decade, LES have 
composed between two-thirds and three-quarters of the total count of 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) employees in Australia’s 
international posts. These proportions have been even higher when it 
comes to the workforce of Austrade and Immigration offices overseas.2 
The gender ratios of LES are also of interest: slightly more women than 
men have been employed in recent years.3 Since the 1990s, the expansion 
of the numbers, roles and levels of responsibilities of LES in Australia’s 
embassies around the world has partly been a response to the rising costs 
of overseas representation: local employees are usually paid less than 
Australian-based staff (known as A-based), and do not receive the same 
range of benefits. However, there are also limitations on the work that 
LES staff may do, and embassies need to strike a balance between their 
local and Australian workforce in term of efficacy and the expectations of 
diplomatic representation both abroad and at home. Since 2001 DFAT 
policy has been to employ all LES on fixed-term contracts, where local 
labour laws allow this, although these may be extended for multiple terms.4

LES are active in a broad spectrum of roles in overseas posts, including 
household services, such as cleaning and cooking, but also immigration 
management, accounting, security, trade, cultural activities, education and 
chauffeuring. It is within this wider context that this chapter considers the 
experiences of LES employed at the embassy in Tokyo—the vast majority 
being Japanese nationals, with a small number of Australians living in 
Japan and employed on local rates—and the important contribution they 
make to Australia’s international presence and diplomatic efforts.

2  Figures taken from Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia’s Overseas 
Representation–Punching below Our Weight?, report (Canberra: Parliament of the Commonwealth of 
Australia, 29 October 2012), www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Completed_
Inquiries/ jfadt/ Overseas_Representation/report, accessed 3  June 2020; Australian Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), ‘Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade Annual Report 
2017/2018’, DFAT at a Glance, Australian Government Transparency Portal, www.transparency.gov.
au/ annual-reports/ department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/dfat-glance/our-staff, accessed 3  June 
2020. Except for those employed by Austrade, DFAT is the employer of all LES at overseas posts.
3  DFAT, ‘Annual Report 2017/2018’, Appendix 1: Locally engaged staff by location and gender, 
www.transparency.gov.au/annual-reports/department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/appendix-1-
staffing-overview/locally, accessed 3 June 2020.
4  Australian National Audit Office, Performance Audit, ‘Employment and Management of 
Locally Engaged Staff ’, Australian National Audit Office, 5 August 2008, www.anao.gov.au/work/
performance-audit/employment-and-management-locally-engaged-staff, accessed 2 December 2021.

http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Completed_Inquiries/jfadt/Overseas_Representation/report
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Completed_Inquiries/jfadt/Overseas_Representation/report
http://www.transparency.gov.au/annual-reports/department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/dfat-glance/our-staff
http://www.transparency.gov.au/annual-reports/department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/dfat-glance/our-staff
http://www.transparency.gov.au/annual-reports/department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/appendix-1-staffing-overview/locally
http://www.transparency.gov.au/annual-reports/department-foreign-affairs-and-trade/2018/appendix-1-staffing-overview/locally
http://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/employment-and-management-locally-engaged-staff
http://www.anao.gov.au/work/performance-audit/employment-and-management-locally-engaged-staff
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In researching the inner life of Australia’s embassy in Tokyo, we consulted 
with Australian staff based now or in the past in Tokyo and stationed at 
DFAT’s Japan desk in Canberra. They were unanimous in acknowledging 
the crucial role undertaken by their Japanese colleagues. At a basic level, 
this is not surprising, given that the number of LES is more than double 
the number of Australian staff at the Tokyo embassy. In 2017, this 
amounted to the employment of 98 LES and 40 Australian staff.5 In the 
Public Diplomacy section, for example, the team was led by an Australian 
diplomat who was supported by 10 local staff who were focused on 
cultural projects, including support for the Australia–Japan Foundation, 
and communications and translation.6

But beyond the numerical presence of LES, Australian diplomats at all 
levels have consistently enthused about the personal, as well as professional, 
qualities of Japanese colleagues—some of whom they have worked with 
very closely and across several years and regard with warmth and affection. 
Australians also recognise that the ongoing employment of LES staff has 
been crucial, given the fixed terms of ambassadors and other diplomats at 
the Tokyo embassy, in ensuring continuity in Australian negotiations with 
Japanese government departments and ministers. LES are often described 
by the career diplomats they work alongside as ‘loyal’ and dedicated to the 
embassy and to Australia’s interests in Japan, and ‘going the extra mile’ in 
all aspects of their service. Many LES have lived, studied and travelled in 
Australia and ‘have a personal commitment’ to the bilateral relationship.7

This chapter contributes to one part of an ongoing inquiry by the federal 
government into the direct and indirect benefits to Australia’s foreign 
relations through the employment of LES in missions abroad. There 
are several advantages in this practice. As mentioned, one is financial, 
with LES employment costs lower because they do not require relocation 
costs and allowances, and their salaries are tied to local, rather than 
Australian, conditions. Another is local language proficiency, which has 
been particularly important in earlier decades when fewer Australians 
in the diplomatic branch were fluent in Japanese. The most significant 
benefit, however, is the continuity of service by local staff, thus preserving 
relationships with key Japanese officials, which, amid the careful practices 

5  DFAT Interviewee B, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith and David Lowe, 24 January 2017.
6  LES Interviewee  X, LES Interviewee  Y, LES Interviewee  Z, interviewed by David Carter, 
22 June 2017.
7  Ibid.
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of embassy work, can also demonstrate proactivity towards achieving 
Australian goals. In some areas such as public or cultural diplomacy, the 
external perspectives of LES staff have proved invaluable in the ‘discovery’ 
of features of Australia, bringing sensitive insights as to how these may be 
encountered by or promoted to a wider Japanese audience.

Some of the experiences of LES in Japan are generic: they will be similar 
to those of their counterparts working in Australian embassies around 
the world. There are unique circumstances in Japan, however, requiring 
LES to play a culturally specific role in the layered form of engagement 
that is needed in negotiations with the Japanese government and 
bureaucracy. For instance, a meeting of minds between an Australian 
diplomat and a Japanese minister or head of a government department 
does not guarantee action. It is equally important for there to be resulting 
interactions with middle management in Japan, and for initiatives to be 
taken through a very structured system of responsibility. This is where 
LES can excel in advancing Australian interests.8

Despite their importance to diplomatic efforts, the voices of LES who 
have worked at the Australian embassy in Tokyo are generally absent in 
accounts of the mission (as is the case in posts elsewhere). In the course of 
our research into the embassy, we have deliberately sought out long-serving 
LES staff during fieldwork in Japan and conducted, where possible, oral 
interviews to better understand their experiences. We were interested in 
how LES assess their job satisfaction and balance of work and life, and 
how employment in the Australian embassy has been situated within their 
career more widely. While the majority of Japanese staff who participated 
in those conversations have chosen to remain anonymous, we have drawn 
upon their collective perspectives in this brief overview of the embassy as 
a place where cross-cultural interactions between Australian and Japanese 
staff are always in play.9

8  Ibid.
9  In drawing on oral recollections by LES and Australian diplomats in this chapter, we have 
identified, with their permission, those members who have retired from service, and we have made 
anonymous those who are still serving members. Some of our comments draw on several individual 
comments to offer a collective viewpoint.
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The Early Years
The earliest perspective by a Japanese employed at the Australian embassy 
in Tokyo exists in the form of a written memoir by the former head 
chauffeur, Jiro Takaya, who served for more than 30 years, from 1947 
to 1978. Takaya began working for the Australian mission during the 
occupation period immediately after World War II, and was one of 40 
locally engaged Japanese (including 10 drivers and nine room maids) 
whose wages were paid by the Japanese government. His initial reception 
was far from friendly; in the aftermath of the war, the Allied occupying 
troops sometimes displayed thinly veiled hostility towards Japanese people. 
But Takaya recalled that the Australian soldiers who were part of British 
Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF) were generally more relaxed 
than the British or Americans in their dealings with the local population. 
The food shortages during the occupation meant that black market 
trade between Japanese civilians and members of the BCOF, including 
Australian soldiers, was an important source of sustenance and therefore 
a necessary channel of regular communication.10 Some of Jiro’s most 
poignant memories include his resentment at the indignity of occupation 
for the Japanese people, especially the imperial dimension of the rule of 
US general Douglas MacArthur as supreme commander for the Allied 
powers. At the same time, he was also required to defend Australians 
who were caught up in violent anti-American protests that occurred at 
the time.

In addition to mostly generous reflections on the Australian heads of 
mission and some of the other diplomatic staff that he encountered as 
a driver, Takaya’s long tenure enabled him to mark the growth of the 
Australian embassy and its evolving role in Japan. By the early 1970s, 
he recalled, there was a sudden increase of Australian children living at 
the embassy, reflecting the growth of Australians at the post. At its peak, 
there were 42 young Australians, ranging from very young children to 
teenagers at high school. It was Takaya’s job to drive these children and 
teens to and from school every morning and evening, and was one of his 
more testing roles:

I was just like a nursery schoolteacher, chiding quarrelling boys 
and soothing crying children. They were not quiet for more than 
two minutes. Then I made them sing songs while driving, I myself 

10  Jiro Takaya, extracts from translated unpublished memoir, 12 April 1978, 1–6.
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acting as the leader of the chorus. This method proved good for 
the lower graders, but higher graders were too much for me. They 
threw peelings and even spit [spat] at passers-by from windows of 
the running bus. From time to time, I stopped the bus and bid 
them to go home on foot. They asked me not to tell their parents 
on them, crying, but, as soon as they rode the bus again, they 
invented another mischievous thing. I bothered my brain on how 
to ‘fight’ with these ‘little monsters’ every day.11

In this description, as in other sections of his memoir, Takaya touched 
on the unsurprising cultural slippages that recurred during his decades 
as an embassy driver. His memories of Australian diplomats were partly 
organised in accordance with Japanese cultural expectations of personal 
style and behaviour in everyday interactions, significant elements 
in effective diplomatic communication. Takaya most admired those 
Australians based at the embassy who spoke with quiet voices, in contrast 
to those who were louder and seemed less sensitive to Japanese norms.12 
Takaya’s categorisation was subtle but distinct, and perhaps most relevant 
to the time of his service during the early period of the embassy’s work, 
in the transition from occupation to rebuilding and strengthening 
bilateral relations. From the late 1950s, both Australia and Japan were 
rapidly experiencing more overt forms of globalisation in their economies, 
communications and culture and this was to have an impact in the 
everyday forms of communication between Australians and LES staff.

Takaya’s written reflection is an unusual document, and notable for 
its warm but frank insights. It does, however, highlight the need for 
future scholarly attention to the issues of Australia’s diplomatic training, 
as well as  to exploring the indirect influence of the individual style of 
ambassadorial and diplomatic appointments in the detailed diplomatic 
histories of Australia’s foreign policy with Japan and, by extension, 
elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific. As the following section outlines, one key 
element in the capacity of Australian diplomatic staff to conduct effective 
business is tied to their language proficiency and certainly the translation 
and interpretation services provided by LES have been essential in 
this regard.

11  Ibid., 25.
12  Ibid., 1–26.
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Language and Diplomacy
The history of Japanese-language learning in Australia, at both school 
and tertiary levels, has been a fundamental element of the development of 
bilateral relations between the two nations, and the deepening of person-
to-person and institutional connections from the late twentieth century, as 
examined in other chapters in this volume.13 Language proficiency is also 
important at the official level and in Australia’s diplomatic representation 
in Japan. But how much does linguistic capability matter to the work of 
Australians serving in the Tokyo post?

At a general level, it is reasonable to assume that language knowledge is 
closely tied to the effectiveness of representing and pursuing Australian 
interests, and aids the acquisition of the level of expertise required for 
the diplomatic negotiation of policy and programs, and for the subtleties 
needed for clear communication in sensitive situations. This is the view of 
the former DFAT officer Trevor Wilson. In an unpublished manuscript 
on this very subject, Wilson argues that Japanese-speaking capacity among 
Australian diplomats has acted as a modest ‘force multiplier’, enabling 
the small but significant expansion of the nation’s interests in Japan.14 
However, assessing what might have been gained or lost through Australia’s 
very limited number of fully trained Japanese linguists appointed to the 
embassy in Tokyo prior to 1970s is a difficult task. While the advocates 
of greater linguistic skills as a component of training for foreign service 
can point to the likelihood of enhanced diplomatic finesse and nuance, 
it is hard to clearly determine the negative consequences for the bilateral 
relationship resulting from lower levels of Japanese-speaking Australians 
in senior diplomatic positions.

By the late 1960s the Department of External Affairs had in place policies 
for Japanese-language training prior to a posting in Tokyo, and this was 
to result in an expansion of linguistic capacity within a decade. At a 
symposium on Australia–Japan relations in Canberra held in 1974, the 
recently returned diplomat Colin Willis reported that eight of the current 
Australian staff in Tokyo could communicate effectively in Japanese; and 

13  See Kate Darian-Smith, ‘Australian–Japanese Cultural Connections’, and David Carter, 
‘“Scholars—Future Interpreters of Australia”: Education, Cultural Diplomacy and Australian Studies 
in Japan’, in this volume.
14  Trevor Wilson, ‘The Impact of Australia’s Japanese-Speaking Diplomats on Australia–Japan 
Relations’, unpublished manuscript, 2017, 32.
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three years later another study suggested that 31 officers had reached what 
was described as a ‘good to high’ rating in Japanese proficiency.15 During 
the 1970s, Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs had an agreement to 
use the facilities of the US State Department’s Foreign Service Institute 
Language School based in Yokohama. This allowed for up to four full-time 
Australians posted to Japan to undertake courses there, and it also became 
possible for their spouses to enrol in the short courses that were offered. 
However, it would be a mistake to equate the linguistic progress that 
was achieved through this training with a sharp increase in the levels of 
Japanese proficiency among Australians at the embassy. From the 1980s, 
the professionalisation of interpretation services in Tokyo, utilised by 
both the Japanese and Australian governments, was an important factor 
in reducing the potential for mistranslations and increasing confidence 
in the clear communications underpinning diplomatic exchanges.16 
This development, and its success, made Japanese proficiency for 
Australian representatives in Japan less urgent, and less of a priority in 
diplomatic training.

With these circumstances in mind, it is likely that locally engaged 
Japanese speakers were extremely helpful for Australian negotiations at 
sensitive junctures in the relationship. These included such moments as 
the amalgamation of the Australian Departments of Trade and Foreign 
Affairs in 1987, when Japanese governments revised their thinking on the 
role of their Self-Defense Forces, and when security, defence cooperation 
and coordination became important features of the relationship from the 
1990s onwards. One locally engaged officer interviewed for this chapter 
commented that Japanese fluency does make a significant difference at the 
individual level, and singled out Ambassadors Ashton Calvert (1993–98) 
and Bruce Miller (2011–17) for their respective linguistic capabilities in 
Japanese. Indeed, Calvert is acknowledged more widely within Japanese 
political and diplomatic circles as being the first Australian ambassador 
appointed to Japan to possess high-level language skills.17 The local staff 
member reflected further on the question of Japanese-language proficiency 
from the perspective of Japanese government negotiators:

15  Ibid., 6–7.
16  Ibid., 9–10.
17  Calvert’s language skills were also commented upon by former Japanese ambassadors to Australia, 
Yoshio Okawara (1976–80), Masaji Takahashi (1998–2001) and Hideaki Ueda (2005–07) in discussion 
with the authors, 24 January 2017.
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If Australian ambassadors and diplomat staff can speak in Japanese 
then they [Japanese negotiators] speak very frankly, but if they 
think that the interpreter is going to interpret what they are going 
to say then what they say may be different.18

The golden era of maximum linguistic capacity among Australia-
based members of the Australian embassy in Tokyo, according to one 
longstanding DFAT official, was during the 1990s and early 2000s. 
This was the product of the high priority attached to the Australia–
Japan relationship during the 1980s and 1990s.19 It coincided with the 
series of language policy and program initiatives launched in Australia 
from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s which gave impetus to Japanese-
language learning in Australian schools and universities, and an associated 
growth in Australians undertaking exchange programs in Japan.20 The 
overall impact of such focused educational endeavours can be seen in the 
improved Japanese-language capacities, and cultural knowledge of Japan, 
possessed by many younger Australians recruited by DFAT from the 
1980s onwards.

The uplift in Japanese-language proficiency among Australians in the 
late twentieth century coincided with the expansion of bilateral trade, 
and the subsequent growth of the expatriate Australian community in 
Japan, notably those working in the commercial sector for Australian and 
multinational companies. Much diplomatic work is devoted to expanding 
Australia’s economic interests and influence, including in the mining and 
primary sector, but also in education and tourism. The success of the 
Australia Japan Business Co-operation Council, founded in 1964, and in 
more recent decades the multifarious activities of the Japan–Australia Diet 
members league, have been partly derived from the efforts of successive 
Japanese-speaking Australian diplomats who have been supported by 
LES. The league comprises Japanese politicians interested in Australia 
and has become a focal point for such activities as briefings, meetings and 
breakfasts with visiting Australian politicians.21

Furthermore, while it is impossible to evaluate precisely, the Japanese 
speakers—both Australian-based and locally employed—working in the 
realm of public diplomacy, including those in the public and cultural 
sections of the embassy and those connected to the Australia–Japan 

18  LES Interviewee A, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith and David Lowe, 23 January 2017.
19  DFAT Interviewee C, interviewed by David Lowe, 13 January 2017. 
20  See Darian-Smith, ‘Australian–Japanese Cultural Connections’, this volume.
21  Wilson, ‘The Impact of Australia’s Japanese-Speaking Diplomats’, 20.
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Foundation (AJF), have enhanced the promotion of Australia and its 
relationship with Japan. As Trevor Wilson writes, ‘It was also no accident 
that a series of excellent Japanese-speaking Australian staff were appointed 
to head the Australia–Japan Foundation office in the embassy after 
1995’.22 In 2011–16, Leonie Boxtel lived and worked at the Australian 
embassy with her young family while serving as director of the AJF, an 
appointment that utilised her high-level fluency in Japanese, gained 
through university study in Australia and Japan. Boxtel reflected that 
her Japanese-language skills gave her a distinct advantage in progressing 
the AJF’s work in building Australia’s brand, especially within the arts 
community and educational institutions and networks across Japan.23

Working at the Embassy
The Australian embassy building, designed by leading Australian 
architectural firm Denton Corker Marshall, is far more than a workplace. 
It is a modern compound that incorporates the public-facing offices and 
workspaces of the embassy with the ambassadorial residence and gardens, 
and apartments and other facilities for Australian staff.24 The unification 
of work and home spaces encourages a sense of cooperation and esprit 
de corps. Social events and other collective activities, as well as programs 
to involve the spouses of DFAT representatives and embassy children, 
provide opportunities for informal networks around shared interests 
that transcend work-related boundaries. As one former Australian-based 
resident explained, ‘Living in the compound was a great way to connect 
across the embassy’.25 The proximity of work and home has also been a 
boon for the maintenance of a productive work-life balance, especially 
so for those Australian women working at the embassy who have caring 
duties for infants and small children. In addition to the embassy building’s 
public spaces and reception areas, and the more formal meetings and 
entertainments held at the ambassador’s residence and in the gardens, 
the well-appointed and relatively large residential apartments provide 
a welcoming space for embassy staff to offer hospitality to Japanese 
colleagues, thus blending work and home in diplomatic activities.

22  Ibid., 30.
23  Leonie Boxtel, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith, 24 March 2017.
24  Alison Broinowski and Rachel Miller, ‘Creation, Destruction and Re-creation: The Australian 
Embassy in Tokyo’, and Philip Goad, ‘Building Diplomacy: The Architecture of the Australian Embassy, 
Tokyo’, in this volume.
25  Leonie Boxtel, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith, 24 March 2017.
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While LES service, facilitate and participate in both the formal and 
informal entertaining at the Australian embassy, and may be involved 
in social activities, they have a very different experience from Australian 
staff of the embassy compound. Local employees cannot live within the 
embassy apartments, and the majority commute a considerable distance 
from their homes every day, with travel time sometimes taking over one 
hour each way. Their spatial experience of the embassy overall is also 
restricted. LES are subject to security restrictions on their movements and 
barred from entering the upper floor where the ambassadorial offices are 
located. More broadly, external access to the building has also changed over 
the past 20 years. Following the terrorist attacks against the United States 
on 11 September 2001, security was increased at all of Australia’s overseas 
postings. At the Australian embassy in Tokyo this meant the installation 
of a front fence, a screening station and clearance for all visitors, creating 
a  small but nonetheless real and symbolic barrier between the embassy 
and the wider Japanese community.26

From the perspective of the LES staff interviewed for this study, the 
embassy  operates as a workplace that is Australian in its regulations 
and character—though infused with some small and nuanced Japanese 
influences in the daily activity of how business and engagement 
are conducted. This is evident in several ways, many mundane but 
nonetheless significant. One example involves the observance of national 
public holidays. For more than 30 years, the embassy has taken a balanced 
approach, splitting the public holidays that are taken between those 
that are officially designated in Australia and Japan. However, such 
compromises are not always satisfactory, particularly as in this Japan 
has several more public holidays than Australia. Some local employees 
bemoaned missing out on a portion of the Japanese public holidays during 
Golden Week, and the toll that this took on family life. At the same time, 
our interviews revealed that LES appreciated many Australian attitudes 
and regulations towards such issues as gender equity within appointment 
structures and working conditions, and saw the embassy as a progressive 
working environment, in contrast to a typical Japanese government or 
commercial setting.

26  The increased security was to have a negative impact on the AJF Library, then the Australian 
Resource Centre, that was located within the Australian embassy until it was relocated in 2007; Yasue 
Arimitsu, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith and David Lowe, 27 January 2017.
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Local Japanese staff also spoke of their ability to both support and 
influence Australia’s diplomacy in Japan and were proud of their 
contribution to what they saw as a collaborative effort with Australian 
diplomats. The interviews revealed a detailed understanding of the relative 
expertise and strengths of both local and Australian-based staff. To give an 
indicative example, one LES at the embassy commented that Australian 
staff possessed the background knowledge and understood the  policy 
context in far greater detail. As a complement, local staff ‘know  the 
local market or we know Japan better than them so in that way we can 
collaborate and bring out results better’, aiding Australian diplomats in 
making informed and advantageous decisions.27 Other LES are proud of 
their ‘insider’ proactivity, and capacity to finesse the broad directive issued 
by DFAT, and as one commented:

I think I have to be able to suggest what we can, what would be 
the best in Japan to commence some projects to the counsellor 
in my section, in our section. So, it’s not just always accepting, 
accepting … I think we’d have to sometimes be proactive and say, 
‘No, this isn’t, this wouldn’t work here’. But it might be difficult to 
do that, but it’s not against it, it’s to help collaborate.28

There are, we were told, times where the insight of local staff is crucial, 
including in determining cost efficiencies relating to certain policy or 
project initiatives. If something is likely to fall flat, then it is better that 
Australian-based officers know sooner rather than later. LES are well placed 
to feed the views of Japanese opinion-shapers into embassy deliberations 
and to pick up quickly on the nuances of government-to-government and 
people-to-people communications. As one interviewee put it, ‘in the end, 
of course the diplomats will be the decision makers’ but LES can advise 
those in Canberra in the negotiations and process: ‘because if you try to 
force what Australia thinks is best, which might not work at all in Japan, 
it’s a waste of resource’.29

27  LES Interviewee X, LES Interviewee Y, LES Interviewee Z interviewed by David Carter, 22 June 
2017.
28  Ibid.
29  Ibid.
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Locally Engaged Women and Their 
Careers at the Embassy
Australia’s missions abroad have, over time, provided Japanese employees 
with some distinctive opportunities to gain deep expertise in aspects of 
Australia’s economy and culture, and to develop a career pathway that 
perhaps would not be possible within the Japanese bureaucracy. This 
alternative track has been particularly advantageous for some of the 
Japanese women employed at the Australian embassy, perhaps most 
especially in earlier decades. This point is illustrated by the career of 
Tomoko Nakamura, senior research officer in agriculture, who in an 
oral interview on the eve of her retirement in 2017 reflected on her 
34  years of continual employment with the Australian government 
in Tokyo. Over this time, she had seen changes in the technology that 
shaped work practices, and she recalled the noise of the telex machine and 
typewriters in the 1980s and the excitement generated by the arrival of 
the embassy’s first fax machine. Nakamura has also witnessed across her 
career significant shifts in attitudes towards gender and work, and how an 
increasing number of women, both Australian and Japanese, have been 
employed at the embassy and taken on senior roles.

In 1983, Nakamura commenced as an interpreter and translator for 
the minister, commercial, in what was then a separate trade office in the 
Sankaido Building in Akasaka, around two and a half kilometres from 
the  chancery in Azabu-Juban.30 This appointment was a landmark, 
situating Nakamura as the first locally engaged woman to hold a 
position within the Australian government that was not secretarial. With 
the relocation of Australia’s trade and commerce activities to the new 
Australian embassy building after its completion in 1990, Nakamura 
assumed a new role as chief interpreter and translator under Ambassador 
Ashton Calvert. This was, she recalled, both stimulating and exhausting. 
The day often began with breakfast events, and translating commitments 
could run throughout the evening, with this work sandwiched by the one-
and-a-half-hour commute each way to and from her home. Nakamura 
recalled that the scope of the work also involved extra hours of personal 
study ‘because I had to cover everything. Agriculture, sports, education, 
defence, politics, economy, trade, everything’.

30  Tomoko Nakamura, interviewed by Kate Darian-Smith and David Lowe, 23  January 2017. 
Trade and Customs staff moved from the Mita site to more space in the Sankaido Building in 1968.
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Tomoko’s career at the Australian embassy can be interpreted in pioneering 
terms, and perhaps also a form of conditional liberation. As a woman 
employee, she broke the existing pattern in being appointed a more senior 
position than secretarial work. Translating and interpreting was viewed 
as both prestigious and highly skilled, and a position with the embassy 
offered some employment and financial stability as opposed to work with 
many different clients through an agency. The Australian embassy enjoyed 
a high standing for its translation support among other major diplomatic 
posts in Tokyo, such as the United States and France where translating 
and interpreting staff were also required.31 In addition, Nakamura found 
that her role required some interesting travel throughout Japan, and she 
was also sponsored by the embassy to attend a professional development 
conference at the University of Queensland, thus giving her firsthand 
insight into the nation she was working for.

In the late 1990s, Nakamura transferred to the agriculture section of the 
Australian embassy as a research officer. She took pride in being a source 
of continuity with members of the Japanese Department of Agriculture, 
enabling smooth introductions for successive Australian diplomats 
arriving and working in Tokyo for fixed terms. From her perspective, 
negotiations between Australia and Japan on agriculture were generally 
hard fought, and it was the long game that was needed. Like many other 
LES, Tomoko bore the brunt of overly tight meeting scheduling, learning 
to adjust itineraries that omitted toilet breaks—or, in case of a visit by 
Resources Minister Peter Cook, to suddenly request such a break herself, 
in order to secure relief for her charge.32

While an exceptional case study rather than representative of many, 
Nakamura’s experiences help chart the evolution of the crucial role played 
by LES in the work of the Australian embassy in Tokyo across time. 
In terms of numbers and in providing the skills and political and cultural 
capacity to undertake a broad range of both basic and more complex tasks, 
LES have always been important. As the Australian embassy has grown, 
so too have the numbers of LES staff, and as the embassy has relied even 
more on their skills, local employees have quickly stretched into new roles 
to fulfil new roles and expectations.

31  DFAT Interviewee H, interviewed by David Lowe, 11 January 2017.
32  Ibid.
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Conclusion
In ways often invisible to the public eye, the Australian embassy has been 
indebted to the skills and hard work of local employees who labour as 
translators, administrators, liaison officers with government and industry, 
cultural and policy advisers, and, more mundanely, drivers, cleaners and 
caterers. For both incoming Australian diplomats and researchers, it is 
LES—especially those who are long-serving—who are important holders 
of the embassy’s corporate memory and long-term relations within the 
Japanese bureaucracy. Their linguistic skills have been another constant 
asset through the variable levels of Japanese-language capacity among 
Australian diplomatic staff. Similarly, on matters of tone, register and 
timing and the cross-cultural dimensions of communication underpinning 
official meetings and exchanges the presence and guidance of LES staff 
have been a constant strength.

Reading between the lines of recollections such as those by Tomoko 
Nakamura and others, there have been significant employment benefits 
for LES members working at the Australian embassy, especially for women, 
but they have also often come with necessary compromises. LES members 
are constantly negotiating their relationship with the amorphous and vital 
bundle of values and policies making up ‘Australia’s national interest’. It is 
clear that many locally engaged Japanese staff have demonstrated high 
levels of commitment to Australian policy goals while, at the same time, 
adjusting to security provisions circumscribing their activities and their 
movements within the embassy building.

The interviews with LES members and with Australian diplomats 
revealed strong levels of mutual respect and appreciation between both 
groups, and in some instances these relationships moved beyond those of 
work colleagues to personal friendships. Interpreting and advocating for 
Australian interests and policy goals to the different segments of Japanese 
society and to policymaking groups requires unrelenting efforts, in which 
local staff often carry a big workload. As several LES interviewees were 
keen to emphasise, for diplomatic work to be pursued successfully in 
Japan on big issues such as trade and investment, there was a need to 
engage not merely with government ministers and departmental heads, 
but also with other members of the relevant departments and with key 
industry groups. In making progress with Japanese counterparts, or 
registering where progress is unlikely to be made, LES members have 
been fundamental to the day-to-day work of the embassy in furthering 
Australia–Japan relations.
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